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ABSTRACT

In the paper the problem of the structure of human abilities is approached

within the framework of higher-order confirmatory factor analysis.

Non-hierarchical models suggested by Thurstohe and Guilford are reviewed, and

it is concluded that these models fail to give a theoretically and

practically.useful representation of the organization of human abilities.

Hierarchical models proposed by Vernon and Cattell-Worn are compared And it

is conCluded that the_difference between these models may be more apparent

than real. It is also concluded that it may be possible to construct a

unified hierarchical model, which includes ability dimensions of at least

three different levels of generality. This hypothesized model is tested in

two empirical studies, which both yield gOod support for the model.

Implications of the model for testing are discussed and it is concluded that

while the model is compatible with much established testing practice, it goes

beyond this by allowing hierarchically differentiated assessments. It is also

demonstrated how the model may be used in research on aptitude-treatment

interactions, by simultaneous analysis of factors at different levels of

generality in structural equation models.



1 INTRODUCTION

Research on the structure of abilities aims to study which dimensions of

intelligence may be identified, and how these are related to one another.

Such research has been conducted, most often by means of factor analysis,

-since the beginning of the twentieth.century, with major contributions by,

among others, Spearman (1904b), Thurstone (1938), Vernon (1950), Guilford

(1967), Horn (1968), and Cattell (1971).

Development within the field has not been smoOth and gradual, however.

Rather, it has been characterized by rather intense struggles between

different schools of thought, and periods of intensive research have been

interspersed with periods of lighter activity. Nor does it seem that there

now exists a commonly accepted answer to the question how human abilities are

organized.

t-ernberg (1981b) argued that the psychometric line of research on

intelligence has failed because exploratory factor analysis has been so

successful in supporting many alternative modela of intelligence. Whatever is

the xeasoni however, there is little doubt that the lack of a-more commonly

accepted model of.the structure of abilities has hampered development of both

theo y, applications, and other lines of research, sUch as research on

apt tude-treatment interactions (Cronbach & Snow, 1977).

Dur ng the last-decade or so the focus in research on intelligence has

changed fiOm questions about structure, to questions about the processes and

componentg of intelligence (e.g. Curtis & Glaser, 1981; Sternberg, 1977). It

is, of course, much too early to evaluate the results.of these newer

approaches to the understanding of intelligence. It would seem, however, that

the lack of a commonly accepted model of,the Eetructure of abilities may

hamper'this research as well. Thus, one Obvious consequence of the lack of a

common frame of reference for the classification of abilities is that

different researchers employ quite different labels and interpretations for

quite similar sources of individual differences. This will make it difficult,

if not impossible, to integrate the results.achieved.

There seem, thus, to be several reasons to make a renewed attack on the

probleM of the structure of human abilities. The present paper makes such an

attempt, using techniques of confirmatory, rather than exploratory, factor

analysis to study the organization of cognitive abilities. The layout of the

paper is such that some of the dominating models of the structure of

abilities are first reviwed, then two empirical studies are presented along

with a proposed new model (the HILI-mode1), and finally some implications of

the model are discussed with a focus on testing and ATI-research.
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2 PREVIOUS MODELS

In late nineteenth century several attempts were made io measure intelligence

through psychophysical assessments (e.g. Galton, 1883)., These attempts were

not successful, however, (e.g. Wissler, 1901), and it was not until Binet and

Simon at the turn of the century chose to Concentrate upon more complex tasks

that individual differences in intelligence could be satisfactorily scaled.

The Binet and Simon test consisted of a wide assortment of tasks, chosen on

the basis of their ability to discriminate between different age groups. No

theory indicated, however, why the items.had such capacity. But because of

the practical utility, of the test it got followers and it established a

tradition of measuring intelligene with heterogenous collections of tasks.

Ever since Binet and Simon found a way of measuring intelligence attempts

have been made to define the concept. Unanimosity has not been reached (e.g.

Resnick, 1976), however, and it is still under debate whether it is at all

meaningful to identify a concept such as general intelligence. Binet himself,

for example, did not conceive of intelligence as a separate capacity but

viewed it as comprised of several more or less clearly identifiable

capacities, such as judgement, common sense, initiative and ability to adapt.

The ability measured by the test would thus.be some kind of average of the

different capacities involved.

This problem of the dimensionality of intelligence has been in focus in the

factor-analytically based differential psychological research, which took off

at about the time when Binet and Simon published their test. As has already

been mentioned it has not been possible to derive one single, generally

agreed upon, model of the structure of abilities. Instead different schools

have been formed, each associated with a particular technique of exploratory

factor analysis, from which has followed more or less directly a certain

model. Some of these models are now of historic interest only, but several

have.survived into our days. It may, therefore, be worthwhile to describe in

some detail the most influential models.



2.1 The Spearman theory of Two Factors

Binet attempted to measure "general intelligence" even though his theory of
intelligence aid not include'such a concept. Spearman (1904b, 1927), among
others, noted this lack of compatibility between theory and observational

technique and argued that if the general ability measured by the test is an
average or sample of different abilities, its nature is determined by what
items happen to be included in.thertest: "No genuine averaging, or sampling

,of- anybody's abilities is made, cap be made, or even has really been
at.tempted (Spearman, 1927, p. 71, emphasis in original).

Spearman (1904a) developed, however, a technique to show whether one common

factor is sufficient to account for theintercorrelgtions among a set of
tasks. Applying this technique to several different sets of variables,
comprising among other things psychophysical assessments, ratings of
intelligente, school marks, and psychological tests', he was able to conclude
(Spearman, 1904b, 1927) that in most cases one underlying factor accounted

for the intercorrelations. On the basis of these results he proposed ehe Two
Factor theory of intelligence, which states that performance on an

intellectual task is affected by two factors only: one general (A) and
one specific (s). The factpr enters more or less prominently into

any intellectual activity, and.the individual's standing on this factor is

the same irrespective of the task. The s factor is oflittle importance
when the factor is of great importance and vice versa: However, for

each type of intellectual activity a different s factor is assumed, so

the individual's standing on this factGr varies with the task.

On the basis of this model Spearman concluded, among other things, that the
g factor may indeed be measured with a heterogeneous collection of tasks.

This is due to the fact that each task contributes information on the

factor, while the s-factors cancel ("the principle of indifference of the

indicator"). In empirical studies he found, however, the involvement of A.

to be largest in tasks demanding "eduction of relations and correlates", as

in tests of analogical reasoning, or in tests with series items.

As has already been mentioned Spearman was able to secure empirical support

' for his Two Factor theory. The fit of data to the model was far from perfect,

however. In particular it was found that when variables which were "too

similar" were analyzed'together, the model broke down because of correlations

,between s factors. Spearman (1927) recommended that the model itself should

decide when two tests are "too similar", but this left the theory open to the

same kind of criticism of arbitrariness as Spearman had leveled against

Binet, and the Two-Factor theory was soon thoroughly refuted (e.g. Kelley,

1928).
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3.2 Multiple Factor models

Spearman (1904a) invented the first factor analytic model.'The limitations

inherent in the fact that the technique-only handles one factor became

obvious, however, and'more refined techniques capable of representing

systematic" variance of much 'greater complexity were developed.

The major contributor was Thurstone (1931; 1938; 1947), who developed factor

analysis,to encompass multiple common factors. Applying the new technique to

large'test batteries (e.g Thurstone, 1938), about a-dozen factors could be

identified. By performing rotations according to the principle of simple

structure, which essentially states that any test should be affected by one

or a few factors only, It was found that each factor accounted for

performance on a subset only of the tests in the battery. There was no sign

of a general factor.

Most factors identified by Thurstone (1938) were replicated by Thurstune and

his colleagues (e.g Thurstone, 1940; Thurstone & Thurstone, 1941), and it was

possible to set up a list of'six or seven easily replicable Primary Mental

Abilities (PMA's), such 'as Verbal Comprehension (V), Word Fluency (W),

Induction (I), Space (S), and Perceptual Speed (P).

In the first set of analyses the PMA's were kept orthogonal. But when test'

batteries were assembled to measure the factors, it was found that the tests

were intercorrelated, which led Thurstone to adopt instead an oblique factor

model.

The techniques of factor extraction and rotation invented by Thurstone have

by now been considerably refined (Harman, 1967). The basic principles remain

the same, however, and the Thurstonian Multiple Factor analysis has evolved

into the dominating factor analytic technqiue.

The basic PMA model,-with a handful of factors, has been elaborated upon too.

By investigation of new domains of ability, and by shoWing that several of

the original PMA's are differentiable into more narrowlactors, the list of

factors has been extended considerably. Reviews of the research (e.g. French,

1951; French,Ekstrom & Price, 1963; Horn, 1977; Pawlik4 1966) indicate that

it may be necessary to distinguish between as many as 30 to 50 factors of

ability. While some of these factors are broad and comprehensive, others are

very narrow and circumscribed, and must be considered the result of a

subdivision of a broader factor. However, all factors are primary in the

sense that they represent results from applications of Multiple Factor

analysis to matrices of intercorrelations between tests.
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The proliferation of factors has been carried eVen further in the Guilford

"Structure-of-Intellect" (SI) model (e.g. Guilford, 1967). This model

describes tests and factors in terms of the three facets operation, content

iproduct. Combination of.the facets yields no less than 120 possible

factors, and in the latest version.of the modelGuilford and Hoepfner (1971)

claim identification of at least one factor (and sometimes more) in each of

98 of the cells in the model.

In spite.of the fact that the SI-podel is a morphological model structured

along three dimensions, it is assumed that the factors are uncorrefated. This

in turn implies an-assumption.that factors having one.or two facets in common .

are no more related than are factors-which have no facets in common.

Multiple Factor analysis was introduced because of an obvious need to

differentiate between more factors than was allowed by the Spearman

technique. However, by now so many factors have been identified that the

results appear almost incomprehensible and of limited practical utility (e.g.

Humphreys, 1962; McNemar, 1964). Undheim (1981c) even went so far as to argue

that:

The widespread application of multipl factor anlysis in research

on abilities seems to have carried fa tor analysis far beyond its

descriptive and conceptual limitation as a research tool,

resulting in an ever increasing numbe of factors of "the mind". It

is somewhat paradoxical that whereas he multiple-iactor model

developed by Guilford ... tried explicitly to save abilitY research

from this empirical chaos, it, in fact', may have contributed to

further "empiricism" in focusing on filling the empty cells in the

box model of 120 factors; (Undheim, 1981c, p. 22)

We will return to the problem of proliferation of factors later,od. Before

that, however, there is reason'to describe another approach to understanding

the structure of abilities.

2.3 Hierarchical modela-

In the British rezearch on abilities Multiple Factor analysis has had less

impact, and the A factor has not vanished altogether. In the

post-Spearman work it was soon to be discovered, however, that in addition to

g there are also group-factors of great :Importance. Factor anelytic

techniques were developed, which from a matrix of correlations extract first

the factor, and then group-factors of successively smaller.breadth.



These hierarchical group-factor techniques (e.g 'Burt 1941; Harman, 1967) thus
have the advantage of being able to supply information both about a general
factor and about group-factors.'

One hierarchical model, summarizing the results of very many analyses, was

proposed by Burt (1949). This model seems, however, to have been too much of

a logically constructed classification sCheme to earn any great impact.

Instead a rather similar model/,1,presented only-slightly later by Vernon

(1950, 1965) has received-mire Widespread attention.

At the top of the Vernon model (see Figure 1) there is the a factor, and
at the next level below there are two major group-factors: verbal-educational

(v:ed) and spatial-practical-mechanical (k:m) ability. The v:ed factor

subdivides into different scholastic factors, such as,number factors and

linguistic abilities. The k:m factor subdivides too and this complex includes

minor group-factors such as perceptual, spatial and mechanical factors. Each

of these minor factoes can then be subdivided by more detailed testing.

-Insert Figure). about here

\

\

Another hierarchical model has been proposed by Catteli and Horn. The basic
%

concepts of this model were developed by Cattell (e-.g. 1940), but the model'

was neither elaborated upon, nor put to emPirical tests until considerably

later (e.g. Cattell, 1963;'Horn, 1965, 1968; Horn & Cartell, 1966),J

Methodologically the Cattell7Horn model is based upon oblique Multiple Factor

analysis\of several orders. Thus, in the first step an ordinary oblique

Multiple Factor analysis is conducted, typically yielding a large Set of

primary or first-order factors. The correlations between the primary factors

are then subjected to anoher factor-analysis which yields secondary or

second-Order factors. In principle this procedure of factoring mai be

continued at successively higher orders. Cattell'and Horn have, hoWever,

chosen to stop the factoring at the second-order level.

In the Horn and Cattell (1966) formulation the model includes 5 second-order

or "general" factors. The two most important ones are fluid intelligence (Gf)

and crystallized intelligence (Gc). Both are viewed as aspects of general

intelligence and are said to involve abstraction, cor\Cept formation, and

perception and eduction of relations. Gf, however, is\involved in tasks which

are new to the examinee, while Gc is shown in tasks with verbal-conceptual

content. Gf is thought to represent influences of biological factors and

6



incidental learning on intellectual development, while Gc is interpreted as

reflecting education and experience. Primary factors such Induction (I).and

Cognition of Figural Relations (CFR) involve Gf, while Gc has been found to

be involved in primaries such as Verbal Comprehension (V) and Cognition of.

Semantic Relations (CMR).

The other three second-order faetors in the Cattell-Horn Model are General

visualization (Gv), General fluency (F or Gr), And General speediness (Gs).

Gv is involved in almost all tasks with figural content and runs strongly

thrOugh primaries such as Visualization (Vz), Flexibility of Closure (Cf),

Speed of 'Closure (Cs) and Spatial Orientation (S). Gr refleets the

flexibility with which labels for cultural concepts are recalled and

recognized, and is involved in, among others, the primary factors

Associational fluencjr (Fa), Word Fluency (Fw), and Ideational Fluency (Fi).

Gs is defined as quickness of perforMance, and shows up most clearly in
1

primary factors ,lefined by very simple tasks, such as Petceptual-Speed (P)

and Numerical Faei/ity (N).

The model has beeri\ subjecteeto empirical tests in large scale.factor

analytic studies by among othT Cattell (1963), Horn (1972), Horn.and

Cattell (1966) and\Undheim (1976,1978,1981a). These studies have in general

confirmed the hypothesized structure.;

It should also be pointed out that the basic model as/described above has

been elaborated upon by Cattell (1971) and Horn ,(in press). It would seem,

however, that the'model in the 1966 formulation so far has had greatest

impact and has the best empirical support.

2.4 Discussion

Among the models discussed above, those based upon Multiple Factor analysis

have dominated differential:psychology during the last three or fo4 decades.

One reason for this is that they do show a good fit to edRirical dat;

another reason may be the ready availability of computer programs to perform
\

Multiple Factor analysis.

As has already,been pointed out these models give, however, a rather

fragmented picture of the structure of human abilities (e.g. Humphreys, 1962;

Undheim, 1981c), and the practical utilityof distinguishing a very large

number of ability factors has been questioned (e.,g. McNemar, 1964; Cronbach &

Snow, 1977, pp. 152-164).

7



1981c), in particular, has gone far towards a "restoration of general ,

intelligence" on the basis of a reinterpretation of.Gf in terms of

Everi though Undheim has not yet presented ahy conclusive empirical proof that

'thie is the case, his line of reasoning provides additional support for the

hypothesis.

The factor analytic techniques employed in previous research tend to be

biassed in favor of one of the models. lhese techniques alSo are fraught with

the problem that they are exploratory only, and do not give provisions for

statistically sound tests of the namber of-common factors, or of the

significance of factor loadings. Recently, however, faCtor analytic methods

have been developed which do allow the testing of hypotheses, and which are

flexible-enough to allow an almOst infinite range of different models to be

speciflied.

Jdreskog (1969) presented a method for estimating and testing confirmatory

factor models, lising makimum likelihood methods. In such mpdels the number of

factors, and the pattern of loadings is specified in advance, on the basis of

whatever previous knowledge is available about the variables being measured.

Estimates of parameters in confirmaiory models are unique, sO the problem of

rOtatiOn iS avoided altogether. Statistical tests also are available with

which the fit of the data to the model may be determined.
,

,Jdreskog (1970) generalized the simple confirmatory factor.analytic model to

allow formulation of higher-order models, and in still further developments a

model has been arrived at which, loosely stated, combined the factor analytic

methods with path-analytic techniques (linear, structural relations, LISREL;

Jöreskog, 1973;'Jdreskog & Sdrbom, 1978, 1981). This latter model is a

completely general model,which contains all;the earlier models as special

cases.

It would thus seei that major progress has been made in estimating and

testing hierarchical models. This technolopgy has been put to use in a series

of studies the results of which are summarized below.
0

9
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The problems associated With'the multitude of factors are severed by the iact

that Multiple Factor \analysis, in a technical sense at leaat-,--considers all

factors as being of eqUal_importance. In the hierarchical models, in

contrast, the lower-order ikto-ca_are subsumed under higher-order factors,

which makes these models paraimonious4 while.they at the same time provide

the richness of description of the Mu1tiple Factor models. ThuS, in the

Cattell-Horn model the Thurstonian'primaries, along with several of the

factors in the SI-model, are found.at the first-order level. This model,

therefore, is compatible with the Multiple Factor models, but it obviously .

goes much beyond these models.

It does appear that during the last few years the hierarchical type of model

has gained increasing attention (e.g.. Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Snow, 1977,

1980). Given the advantages of this type of model it may be asked, howe'ver,

why the influence has not been even greater. The most important reason for A

this is most. likely that
/

they are technically quite complicated to deal with..
,

Another reason, however, may be that there are several competing models,

which seem so different that if one of them is Correct, the others must

necessarily be refuted.

The most important hierarchical models are the Cattell-Horn and Vernon

models, and Cattell (1963) and Horn (1968), in particular, have claimed the

superiority of their model. They argue that Vernon's v:ed should correspond

to Gc, and that k:m correspohds to a mixture of Gf and Gv. In their view,

then, a major difference between the models is that where Vernon

distinguishes two factors, the!f distinguish three. A similar point was made

by Humphreys (1967), who argued that the answer to the question whether Gf

and Gv are distinct factors determines whether the Cattell-Horn or the Vernon

model should be accepted.

However, another set of relationships between the models.may also be

,hypothesized. The kind of tests identified to measure Gf comes very close to

the kind of tests that Vernon lists as measures of s. in his model.' It

may, therefore, be argued. that Gf in the Cattell-Horn model is more or less

,the same factor as the I. factor in the Vernon model (cf. Vernon, 1969, p.

i25). If this is true, It also would seem natural to equate Gv with k:m, and.

Gc with. v:ed. This implies that if a third level, representing the.a

factor, is added to the Cattell-Horn model, the most essential point of

difference between the two major hierarchical/models would be resolved. Such

a combined hierarchical model would also be Compatible with most of the
,-

non-hierarch;icarmodels described above. It is, of course, an emfArical

question whether the second-order factor labeled GI by Cattell and Horn is

indeed the same factor as the one called g by Spearman and Vernon, and it

is also an emplical question whether the other parts of this hypothesized

model fit empirical data. It may be noted, however, that Undh4im (1981b,



3 HIERARCHICAL, LISREL -BASED, MODELS

It has been concluded that the difference between the Cattell-Horn and Vernon

models may be smaller than is evident at first sight, and it has also been

suggested that it may be possible to construct another model, as a synthesis

of these two models. For practieil reasons it is quite impossible to test

this model in one single empiri\cal study. Several studies have, therefore,

been performed, each of which tests partly different aspects of the model.

Below the results of two such studies Are briefly presented (for a fuller

account, see Gustafsson, Lindström & Bjdrck-Akesson, 1981).

3.1 Study I: Reanalysis of Undheim (1978)

Undheim (1978) administered a test battery'of 30 tests to a sample of 149 6th

grade children,_ with the purpose of testing the Cattell-Horn model. Above all

interest was centered on the question whether Gc and Gf are differentiable in

a sample of 12-11 year old children.

The tests in he Undheim battery were hypothesized to measure some 12

different primary factors. However, some of the factors were represented by.

one test only, so an exploratory factor analysis could not aspire to identify

all the primaries. Using principal factor analysis 5 factors were extracted;

and rotated to simple structure with a variety of oblique and orthogonal

methods of rotation. The rotated factors could be interpreted to represent

Gf, Gc, Gv, Gs:and Gr. Even though the factors were identified at the

first-order level these results may be taken to provide good support for the

Cattell-Horn model.

Through the courtesy of Dr. Undheim, the matrix of intercorrelations among

the tests has been made available, and a reanalysis has been performed in

which a serieslof higher-order LISREL models have been fitted.

The final model is shown in Figure 2. As may be seen in the Figure the model

includes 9 first-order factors, almost all of which correspond to primary

factors originally hypothesized by Undheim. It proved impossible, however, to

make distinctions between the Induction (I) factor and a Figural Relations

factor hypothesized by Undheim. Nor was it possible to differentiate between

three different hypothesiied primary factors in the Gv-domain, o Gv is

identified as an undifferentiated primary factor.

There are three second-order factors in the model: Gf, defined by the

Reasoning (R) and I factors; Gs, defined by Perceptual Speed (P) and Number

10



Insert Figure_2 about here

Facility (N); and Gr, defined primarily by Word Fluency (Fw) and Ideational

Fluency (Fi).

Since there is one primary factor only rin the,Gc domain, it was impossible to

define this factor at the second-orderilevel. The first-order V-factor was,

therefore, taken to represent the Gc=factor, and this factor, along with Gf,

Gr, Gs and the first-order Gv, defines the third-order factor. Most

interestingly, the standardized loading of Gf in was found to be 1.0,

which result does support the hypothesis of an identity between Gf and G.

The model_presented in Figure 2 has a very good fit (chi-square=370.9,

df=329, p <.06), which indicates that it cannot be rejected as a proPer

representation of the data..

It may be noted that at the first- and second-order levels these results

bring very strong support to the Cattell-Horn formulation, except that Gv was

found to be an undifferentiated primary factor and not a second-order fa6tor.

A verY large number of studies have, however, shown the Gv domain to contain

several clearly identifiable primary factors (e.g. Lohman, 1979). It is

likely, therefore, that the results of the present study are due to the fact

that the Undheim sample consisted of a majority of young females, for which

the differentiation of Gv has been found to be lesser (e.g. Smith, 1964).

3.2 Study II: Analysis of a test-battery for Gf, Gc and Gv

The second study to be Summarized here was\sconducted by Gustafsson et al.

(1981). Subjects in that study were some 1200 pupils in the 6th grade who

-were given a test battery consisting of 13 tests of cognitive ability and 3f

standardized achievement tests. Of the total sample, 981 subjects had \

complete data, on all'the variables.

The tests in the battery were hypothesized to represent the following pri ary

1factors:

- Induction (I), measured by the tests Number Series (NS) and Letter

11



Grouping (LG). These tests were newly developed for the study, but were

modelled upon tests previously constructed,by Svensson (1971) and Hiirnqvist

(1968).

- Cognition of Figural Relations (CFR), measured by the Raven Progressive

Matrices Test. For the analysis the test was split into two half-tests, by

assigning odd numbered items to one test, and even numbered items to the

other (RA-0 and RA-E).

- Memory span (Ms), measured by the Auditory Letter Span and Number Span

tests from the ETS battery (French et al.i 1963).

- yiyualization (Vz), measured by the test Metal Folding (MF),

constructed by Svensson (1971). For the analysis the MF test was split into

half-tests, according to the odd/even rule to give the sub-tests MF-0 and

MF-E.

Spatial Orientation (S), measured by the two parts of the Card
r _

Rotations (CR) test in the-ETS-bittery (French,--et el.', 1963).

Flexibility of Closure (Cf), measured by the Group Embedded Figures

Test (GEFT, Witkin, Oltn, Raskin & Karp, 1971), and the Hidden Patterns

(HP) and Copying (CO) testa from the ETS kit.

- Speed of Closure (Cs), measured by the tests Disguised Pictures (DP)

and Disguised Words (DW)..These tests were newly developed for the present

study, but they were modelled upon already existing tests, such as Street

and Mutilated Words (e.g. Thurstone, 1944).

- Verbal Comprehension (V), measured by the vocabulary test Opposites

(Svensson, 1971). In the analysis of data the items in the test were split

into two half-tests according to the odd/even rule (0P-0 and OP-E).

- Scholastic Achievement (Ach), measured by Standardized Achievement test

in Swedish (SA), English (EA), and Mathematics (MA).

A detailed description of each of the tests would carry too far in this

context (see instead Gustafsson et al., 1981). They do all, however, come

close to the tests of primary.abilities developed by Thurstone and followers.

The hypothesized 'primary factors were in turn hypothesized to represent the

ihree second-order factors Gf, Gc and,Gv according to the following pattern:

Gf was thought to be loaded by I, CFR, and to some extent/by Ms; Gv was

hypothesized to be loaded by Vz, S, Cf and Cs; and Gc westhought to be

loaded by V and Ach.

12



These hypotheses were tested in 4 sequence Of LISREL-models, in which

successively the hypothesized first-'and second- order patterns were fitted.

The final model is shown in Figure 3.

Insert Figure 3 about here

1

This model fitted the data quite well (chi-sO4re=184.5, df=144, p <.013,

N=981), but to achieve this level of fit some modifications of the originally

hypothesized model had to be introduced. Most of these modifications were'

minor ones, involving specification of covariances between the specific parts

of tests and f ctors. Some of the modifications deserve mentioning, however.

Thus, Cs was.found to he more related to the Gf-factor than to Gv. This\

result should, however, not be taken as proof that this primar) factor has

been misclassiied in previous research since the Cs factor-In -the-present----

study, as is often the case, was only weakly identified. Furthermore, in the

Gc-domain it was\p)und that the hypothesized Ach7factor sPlit'into two

(Verbal Achievement:and Numeric Achievement), in spite of the dearth of tests

to identify achievement factors in the present study.

So far the results are very much in accord with the Cattell-Horn model. In

the next step of the analysis, however, a third level was introduced. Since

there only are three second-order factors, a model with a third-order

factoeis "just-identified", i.e. it has the same degrees of freedom and

chi-square value as ths second-order model. Restrictions.may be imposed,

however, tomake the third-order model a testable one. Estimating the model

under the constraint that is identical with Gf did not.worsen the fit

significantly (chi-square=3.2, df=1)-. However, imposing the corresponding

constraints with respect to Gv and Gc very significantly worsened the fit of

the model (chi-square=98.2, df=1 and chi-square=126.6, df=1, respectively).

These results thus-strongly support the hypothesis that the second-order

factors in the Cattell-Horn model are not really of the same order, but that

Gf should be moved une step up in the hierarchical model.

1.3
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3.3 DiacussiOn :

In Figure 4 the main results from the two empirical studies have been put

together into a hierarchical model. This model will be referred to as.the

HMI-model, where the acronym stands for hierarchical, LISREL-based model.

Insert Figure 4 about here

The model has three levels, with a 1 factor at the top, the second-order

factors of the Cattell-Horn mod 1 at the second'level, and Thurstonian and

Guilfordian primaries at the lOwest level.
\

1

3.3.1 Interpretations of the factors

Both empirical studies showed clearly the A factor to be identical with

Gf, which factor in turn has been found (e.g. Gustafsson et al. 1981) to be

very highly loaded by the I-factor. Both Spearman (1927) andliernon (1950)

list the I-type of tests as the/best measures ofji, so there is little

doubt that.the factor of theiHILI-moder is identical with the

factors of the Spearman and Vernon models. Lt is also interesting to note

that when Thurstone and Thurstone (1941) performed a secondorder analysiaof

the PMA's, they found one secOnd-order iactor (I), which turned out to be

most highly loaded by the I-factor.

,

The A factor has been remarkably absent from theoretical discussiOns

aince the pioneering work of Spearman. At best it might be said that

attention has now and then been called to the fact that.the factor exists
!

(e.g. McNemar, 1964; Humphreys, 1962). During the las fe1.4 years, however, it

appears that interest in the general factor has been r. vitalized, as May be

seen in the writings of for example Humphreys (1979), not4 (1977, 1978,

1980), Sternberg(1980, 1981a) and Undheim (1981c).

As has already been mentioned, Undheim (1981a, 1981c) has proposed ideas

almost identical with those espoused here, and from a series of studies it

was concluded:

Although Cattell's hypothesis of two intelligence factors, huid
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and crystallized'intelligence, is seemingly supported by the

simple-structure factor ahalytic distinctions of two such factors

in severSi, studies, hierarchical order analysis indicate that these

findings may support an alternaiIve hierarchical model of

intelligence where fluid tasks are central in the definition of

general intelligence and group factors of crystallized ability or

verbal-eaucational knowledge, visualization, andIspeediness emerge.

Thus the results are consistent witha more parsimonious

neo-Spearman structuring of broad ability factors (Undheim, 1981a,

pp 184-185).

This conclusion thus conforms with the conclusion drawn here.

In his interpretation of general intelligence Undheim (1981c) stressed that

A is a.consequence of learning, and that ,the nature of intelligence is

determined by cultural. values: "general intelligence is good reasoning

with the contents of our culture" (Undheim, 1981c, p. 256). This line of

reasoning led Undheim to suggest a very broad definition of general

intelligence, naidely-that-It-Yets M-effttrs-tepertoire of knowIdags,

skills and strategies. Undheim also concluded that:

a measure of general intelligence should sample achievements in

many subject matters -- some of which are tied to the academic

curricula that subjects are exposed to, others tied to intellectual

achievements acquired out of school (Undheim, 1981c, p. 257).

One problem with this "sampling" interpretation of A is.that it

disregards the fact that Gf has been.shown to be identical withji.

Formulated-in simple terms this result implies that scores obtained on a test

consisting of..the broadest possible and most representative sample of tasks

are virtually perfectly correlated with scores obtained on a small set of Gf

tasks. The most interesting question must then be why the Gf-tests have such

power of indexing general intelligence.

In speculations on the nature of A many authors have stressed that one

important\ charactetiStic of tasks to measure A. or Gf is that they present .

the exami'ee with.new problems (e.g. Spearman, 1927, pp. 161-198; Horn, 1968;

Cattell, 1971). Sternberg (1981a) has presented some empirical evidence that

intelligene can best be understood through what he calls "nonentrenched"

(i.e. novel) kinds of tasks.

Snow (1980) as,gone one step further and has outlined a process the ry of

intelligence, in which theory too the novelty of tasks is seen as essential.

Snow suggests that tests of general ability in particular may pose demands

for new assembly of performance processes:
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Perhaps they represent to a greater degree the kinds of assembly

and control processes needed to organize on a short term basis

adaptive strategies for -solving novel problems. The more complex

'and varied the sequence of,novel problems, the more adaptive the

processing needs to be. The Raven Progressive Matrices Test is

perhaps the archetypical example of such a test (Snow, 1980, pp.

35-36).

According to this interpretation the-most essential features of tests

are,that they present novel and complex tasks. The novelty forces the

examinee to find new ways of solving the tasks, and the complexity ensures

that this is not simple: the.examinee must, always be prepared to find new

modes of attack, 'amid with.greater compleXity follows that -the number of steps

and intermediary results to keep track of rapidly increases.

Snow's interpretation of is admittedly abstract and vague but at the

-present-stAts af-knovl-edge--i-t-does-seem--qui-te-imposaib-l-e to-carry-

interpretations any further. What is important, however, is that an

interpretation is couched in such terms that it may be developed into more

specific formulations, and from this point of view the Snow approach does

seem profitable: it relates directly to flourishing research on information

processing, computer simulation, and artificial intelligence.

Among the aecond-order factors in the HILI-model Gc and Gv appear to be the

most important ones. In discUssing these factors it,must be stressed that the

factors labeled Gc and Cv in the HILI-model are not directly comparable with

the factors with the same labels in the Cattell-Horn model. This is because

in the 4ILI-model there is no variance from the factor at the

second-order level-, while in the Cattell-Horn model the variance is

'included in Gc and Gf. In order to separate these two ways of representing

general intelligence, the residual factors, after has been added, will

be referred to as Cc and Gv'.

It does appear most likely that Cc' is more or less identical with the v:ed

factor of the Vernon model, even though there is as Yet no empirical proof of

this. Both factors, however, represent Ole verbal content area, with a strong

leaning towards knowledge acquired through formal education, and both Vernon'

and Catteil-Horn mention tests of Vocabulary as the best measure of the

factor;

These factors also seem to be identical with a factor termed VEK

(Verbal-Educational Knowledge) by Undheim (1981c). Undheim (1981b) argued

that this factor may represent a rather narrow achievement factor:
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it may be related to opportunity, interest, and effort

verbal-educational achievement in school -- reflecting engaged time

in school learning, in reading books more generally, reading

newspapers and magazines, watching "educational" programs on TV,

ete (Undheim, 1981b, p. 186)

Thus, Undheim sees Gc as being the accumulated result of choice of verbally

oriented activities. Such a theoretical pOsitlon comes close to the

"transfer" theoxy proposed by Ferguson (1954), and is supported for example

by findings.that choice of educational and occupational tracks does affect

the relative strength of verbal and spatial abilities (Balke-Aurell, 1981).

Snow (1980) also has proposed that Gc is the result of prior learning and

argued that it:

represents the long term accumulation of knowledge and skills,

organized into functional cognitive sYstems by prior learning, that

are in some sensecrystallized as units for use in future learning.

Since these are products of past education, and since education is

in large part accumulative, transfer relations between past and

future learning are assurech The transfer need not be.primarily of

specific knowledge but rather of-organized academic learning

skills. Thus Gc may' represent prior assemblies of performance

processes retrieved as a system and'applied anew in instructional

situations not unlike those experienced in the past... (Snow, 1980,

p. 37)

A similar line of reasoning could be constructed to account for Gv.

In addition, howevei, to-interpretations _of Gc' and Gv' in terms of prior

learning it may be that that these factors reflect differential processing

requirements of verbal and figural information. Thus, in the research on

brain laterality (e.g. Bock, 1973; Harris, 1975; Nebes, 1974) it has been

established that there are two broad modes of processing, one associated with

the left hemisphere and verbal information, and the other With the right

hemisphere and-figural information. The first mode of processing is described

as analytic, linear, binary, serial or succesivel while the other mode is

described-as global, parallel, holistiC, synchronous, simultaneous or

continous. It could thus be that Gc' and Gv' express the facility with which

these types of processing, respectively, are performed.

.It thus seems that two different explanations Of individual differences in

Gc' and Gv' may be proposed: one that takes its starting point-in differences

in long term memory as a consequence of prior learning, and one that

corfcentrates on the different processing characteristics of verbal and

17
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figural information. These interpretations araof course not mutually

exclusive and they may both be trim. There may also be quite intricate

relationships between the two mechanisms. Thus, Small initial differences in

proficiency in a,certain_type of processing_mayaffect interests and

preferences, such that large differences in acquired knowledge result. It is

also conceivable that availability of a large knowledge base enhances and

expediates the type of processes which operate on that knowledge base.

In the Cattell-Horn and HILI models the factors Ga and Gr are places:let the

same level as Gc and Cy.' In Vernon's model, in contrast, factors

corresponding with these are placed at lower levels in the hierarchy. Thus,

the kind of Iluency Zactors being involved in Gr are by Veruon regarded as

minor group factor b(dow Gc. In Comparison with Gv and Gc, however, these

factors appear to be of lesser importance, and further empirical research may

settle this minor difference between the hierarchical models.
,,

There is little reason to discuss the wealth of primary factors at the lowest

level in the HILI model.'All the models considered-here do include a smaller

ot -1Arker'set df nartbwpritary-faCtorS, aftd-therets ccftatderable -overlap

among the lists of factors, even though different labels may be employed

(e.g.,Guilford, 1972). In the HILI-Model the primary factors represent the

variance which is left after the variance froth rhe higher-order factors has

been partialed out. For.many factors'rhis is only a small fracfion of the

total variance, which residual in many cases may be of limited psychological

interest.

3.3.2 Relationships with other moaels

The results which have been presented so far show that the HILI-model is

compatible with each of the 'other models considered here. At the same time,

'however, the HILI-model goes beyond the previous models by taking into

account individual difference variance at several levels' of_generality. The

previous models may, therefore, be viewed as special cases of the HILI-model.

1

It is also interesting to compare the KLI-model with another representation

of.the organization of abilities, presented by Snow (1980, see also Snow,

Lohman, Marshalek, Yalow Eg Webb, 1977). In this approach the techniques of

multidimensional scaling and hierarchical tluster analysis are used instead

of factor analysis. Application of:these methods to correlation matrices for

large numbers of tests typically yield a scatter, where each tests is

represented as a point in two-dimensional space. At the very center of the

scatter appear tests of Gf, while tests of Gv and Gc appear as cluriters not
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far from the center. In the more peripheral regions of the two-d mensional

chart there appear clusters of tests which may be identified with\primary

factors.

Marshalek (1977) interpreted the degree of'centrality of a test as reflecting

the Complexity of the processing involved, or the involvement of lc

Marshalek also pointed out that this model of intelligence is compatible with,'

hierarchical mOdels, such as Vernon's model: The degree of centrality

represents the level in the hierarchyv and the clustering of tests represents

factors at different.levels. It would thus seem that this model based upon}

multidimensional scaling is compatible, with the HILI-model.

Sternberg (1980) recently presented a model of intelligence, in relation to

ihich claims of generality have been made too. It is interesting, therefore,

to compare the Sternberg model with the HILI model.

The "Componential theory of intelligence" proposed by Sternberg is based on

the concept of component, which is defined as "... an elementary information

----process-thatopera tes-upon-internat-represent a tions-o-f-ob-jeetrs-o-r-symbols"

(Sternberg, 1980, p. 6). On the basis. of-function, components are classified

into five different categories: meta-components, perfOrmance components,

acquisition components, retention components, and transfer components.

Meta-coMponents "are higher order control processes that'are used for

executive planning and decision making in problem-solving" (p. 7), while

performance components represent processes actually used in task performance.

Sternberg alsoclassifies components according to level of generality into

three categories: general.components, class components and specific

components. General components are processes used in all tasks within a given

universe; class components are processes used within a sub-set of tasks; and

specific components are used in the accomplishment Of single tasks:

This classification of components is utilized in an assumed hierarchical

organization of tasks. For each task in a hierar hy the same general

components are used., and for each task differen specific components are

used. The level in the hierarchy at which a tas is placed is determined by

the class components: tasks at the lowest leveji each require.one set of class .

components, while tasks at higher levels require all the class components of

tasks at lower levels within the same branch/of the hierarchy.

Sternberg confronted several models of the organization of human abilities

with this componential conception of task performance. With respect to

Spearman's,Two Factor theory it was argUed that the factor comprises a

set of general components that is comMon to a wide variety of tasks, while

the s-factors correspond to specific/components. It waS, furthermore, argued
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that the meta-comppnents have a much higher proportion of general components
among them, since for almost' every task executive,routines for planning and
monitoring performance must be invoked. It was, thus, concluded that
"indiVidual differences in meta-componential functioning Will be primarily
'responsible for the appearance of individual differences of a general nature"
(p.10).

The Thurstone PMA's were by Sternberg interpreted to reflect individual

differences in class.components, while the correlation amopg the primary

factors is accounted for by general componenta. As an example, Sternberg
mentioned'the I-factor, which was argued to involve a relatively small set of

class components (i.e. inference, mapping, application, and justification).

The concepts of fluid and crystallized intelligence were\alsu discussed.
Tests of'Gc were intrpreted.to reklect "the products of'acquisition,
retention and transfer components,,Whereas fluid ability tests seem to
involve the execution of performance components".

_Sternberg-conclUded-that-tactor-theories-of intelllgence-are all right
almost. What this means ia.that almost all factor theories of intelligence
are right in the sense of being special cases of a more general psychometric

theory, but that they are not quite.all right when considered in isolation.

They need eo be complemented bY componential theories ..." (p. 12).

While thereis no need to challenge the conclusion that componential iheories

are complementary to factorial models, it would not seem that the theory

outlined by Sternberg is able to function as a super-theory, within which the
different models of the structure of abilities are contained as special

cases. This may be seen if the specific interpretations proposed by Sternberg
are scrutinized.

Sternberg argues that the g. factOr in Spearman's Two Factor theory

represents individual differences in metacomponents; that the Thurstonian

I-factor represents individualAifferenced in a set of performance

components; and that Gf reflects individual differences in the execution of

perfoi-mance components generally. It has been shown, however, that A is

identical with Gf, and the empirical evidence also indicates that I is
virtually identicai with these higher-order factors. Sternberg thus proposes

three different explanations for the same individual difference variance.
Even though these explanation are not mutually exclusive, this indicates that
the componential theory is much too loose to function as a general
psychometric theory.

Even more important is the fact that while the factorial models identify and

structure systematic sources of individual differences at different levels of
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generality, the-componential theory models perfOrmance on in ellectual tasks.

This very fundamental difference between the factorial and co'Uiponential

approaches is seen if the contedt of the hierarchies of the two models is

scrutin'i)zed. In the componential theory the hierarchy is a hierarchy of

tasks,, w
ilild in the factorial approach it is a hierarchy of sources of

individual difference,variance. This difference in focus of attenticn makes

the factorial and componential approaches complementary, but it also iniplies

that the componential approach cannot provide a theory under which the

factor-analytic models may be subsumed.

Before'leaving comparisons wi0 other models, it is interesting to consider

the reasons why it has for so long been possible for Several models Co

coexist, which, at the surface at least, provide so different accounts of the

structure of human abilities.

Sternberg (1981a) attributed this to the fact that'exploratory factor

analysis is succesful in supporting almost any model. At a more'Concrete

level, however, this may be explained by differences among the exploratory

techniques, and particularly in the way they deal with variance from general

factors. It is well known that while some techniques readily produce a strong

general-jactor, otherScannot even be forced to indicate the presence of a

general factor.

It may easily be demonstrated' (e.g. Gustafsson et al., 1981; Humphreys, 1979)

that when Multiple Factdr analysis-is used with orthogonal rotation, the

general factor is "rotated away", by,being represented as small positive

loadings in all factors. However,-in interpretations of factor analytic

findings, loadings'lower than .30 are rarely attended to, and often not even

presented. It py thus be,claimed that orthogonal rotations to simple

structure are,quite deceptive in the presence of a general factor.

If an oblique rotation is carried out, the general factor is represented as

the correlation among the factors. There are two'Problems inherent in oblique

rotations, however. One is that there are,almost always small positive

loadings scattered in Ihe matrix, which cause the true correlation among

factors to be undereatimated. The other problem'is that most oblique

rotatibnal methods allow the researcher to determine the degree of

. obliqueness of the solution! In the Promax method (Hendricksow.61 White, 1964

. this is governed by.the parameter k; in the indirect'oblimin method (e.g.

Harman, 1967, pp. 325-326) obliqueness is governed by the parameter gamma,

and so on. Oblique rotational methods can, therefore, not provide "objective"
,

empirical information on the amount of actual correlation between factors,

and thereby not information.on the importance of higher-order factors. In

confirmatory factoranalysis, however, all these problems are avoided.
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3.3.3 The nature of the HILI-model

The HA-model has been presented as a'geheral model of the-structure of

human abilities, of which most other models may'be viewed as special cases.

This.should not be interpreted to mean, however, that the model has- reached

its final form. On the contrary, it should be viewed as an open-ended model

to be elaborated upon.

It may, in fact, be more correct to talk about a class of HILI-models, than

about the HILI-model,Models belonging to this class share the features
, -

that they are hierarchical, are based upon LISREL, and include a set of

"basic" factors, such asji, Gc and. Gv. The.number of levels in the

hierarchy may differ from model to model,-however, as may the domains of

tasks which are 'sampled: Thus, when a certain area is represented by few

tests there will necessarily be few levels in that branch.of the hierarchy,

as was the case for Gc in the reanalysis of the Undheim (1978) study. When an

area is investigated' im great detail, as Fredriksen (e.g. 1980) has done with

reading, for example, it may be possible to add levels both below, and above

what is taken to be the primary level in the HILI-model as presented in

Figure 4.

The fact that the HILI-model is formulated within the framework of LISREL not

only brings the advantages of confirmatory maximum likelihood factor

analysis. LISREL is a general data-analytic system which allows formulation

of structural equation models in which latent variables are related to one

another. This implies that it is possible to formulate models in which the

factors at the different levels-of the HILI-model are used as independent

and/or dependent variables. Such models have several advantages in comparison

with for example ordinary multiple regression analysis: they are

parsimonious; problems associatedvith errors of measurement are avoided; and

there is hope that factorsjnay remain invariant from'one model to another.

4 IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL'

As is evident from the fact that the HILI-model is a synthesis of previously

existing models, not much in it is new. In spite of this, however,.:it does

carry implications both for how the structure of abilities is looked at, and

for testing practices. In.this section some of.these-implications are

outlined.
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.4.1 Implications for testing

The technology of mental measurement has, for good and for bad, had major

practical impact, and ever since the Binet and Simon instrument was

introduced tests have been used for purposes of diagnosis, selection and

classification.

It may be noted, though, that the teChnology of testing has remained

relatively'unaffected by the developments of factor-Analytically based models-

of ability. Thus, in spite of theeJaCt that none of the "modern" models

includes a general faCtor, tests of general mental ability are frequently

used in assessments. These tests are heterogeneous tests in the

Binet-Simon-Terman tradition, and they are quite similar io the early tests:

Ability tests have remain about the same'since 1920 ... The

practical tests of today differ from the tests of 1920 as

todays's automobiles differ from those of the same period:

more efficient and more elegant, but operating on the same

principles as before (Cronbich, 1960, p. 159).

This kind of testS assumes the existence of a factor of general ability.

Considering, however, that there has neither been a theory to account for

performance on the tests, nor a place for general ability in the influential

models of ability, it is quite amazing that this,type of tests has been used

at all. The reason for this must sought in the fact that they have been

demonstrated to have practical utility.

The HILI-model does revitalize the Spearman factor and places it at the

most prominedt place in the hierarchy. From the "principle of indifference of

the indicator" it follows that a sufficiently long and heterogenous test is

,virtually perfectly correlated with the factor. The HILI-model thus

provides a rationale for the established practice of assessing general

ability with heterogenous tests, even thOugh the actual amount of correlation

between such tests and has yet to be determined. It should also be\

stressed, of course, that in many cases a test of general mental ability may

. not provide the information that is sought (see below).
4

In another type of frequently used tests .the items are organizea in.

sUbscales. &xamples cf such tests. are the Wechsler scales and the,British

Intelligence.:Test (Warburton, 1970): However, even though the sübscores are

available they are often summed to yield an overall score, or partial sums.

'When an overall score is o6tained it provides an assesment of general

ability, in the same way,as any heterogenous test does.
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The meaning of partial sums of sub-test scores is of course dependent upon

which particular scales enter the'suni. Often, however, a contrast is made

between Verbal and Performance areas. These areas of competence appear to

come quite close to the higher-order factors Gc and Gv, respectively, even

though the actual amount of similarity must be established empirically, for

each test. Assuming, however, that the amount of correspondence is

substantial it would seem that this practice is rationalized by the

HILI-model; the Verbal and Performance scores may be viewed as crude

estimates of the second-order factors.

It thus seems that the HILI-model is compatible with much established testing

practice. The non-hierarchical mdels based upon Multiple_pactor analysis

would, in contrast, seem to carry the implication that such higher-order

constructs as general ability or Performance IQ should not be assessed at

all.

The HILI-model goes, however, much beyond the established practice. Most

important is the'fact that the hierarchical structure of the model makes it a

general and versatile tool for describing individual differences. Thus, with

a hierarchical model it is possible to select not only the appropriate areas

of competence for assessment, but also the appropriate level of detail in the

assessments:

Microanalysis is neither more or less correct than gross

analysis; the size of the bundle into which abilities are tied

should be adjusted to the theoretical and practical context.

At times elaboration is needed to communicate:an elaborate

thought: At other times, it confuses. (CronbaCh &.Snow, 1977,

p. 154).

Suppose, to take a few simplistical 'examples, that the purpose is to predict

school achievement without regard to line of study. In such a case it would

most ilk ly suffice to measure and Gc. If, however, we for guidance

purpos want to predict achievement in verbal, and technicalflines of study,

We would also want to diffe entiate between Gv and Gc. Should we want to make

even finer differential pre ictions, such as between different contents in a

technical education, we could make measurement distinctions further down in

the hierarchy, i.e. at the primary level, or at the level of specific tests.

It:is,olivious that to estimate alt factors at all levels.with-sufficient

accuracy, huge.test-batteries would be required. This amount of,information

is.rarely needed,'however; Wand to estimate just,one or 'a few of the

highen-order factors a rather limited' battery should suffice. Thus the g.

factor should be well represented in a test-battery consisting of 'one.test of

the I-factor, one V-test and one Vz-test. It is a rather trivial task to
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determine appropriate.batteries, and coefficients for estimating individual

factor scores,,for different applications.

4.2 Implications for teaching

The HILI-model in itself does not carry any implications for how to take into

account individual differences in teaching. HoweVer, the question how to

adapt instruction to accomodate individual differences in ability is being .

studied in research on aptitude-treatment interactions (ATI, cf Cronbach &

Snow, 1977). The basic premise of this line of research is that no

educational treatment is optimal for everyone, but that different subgroups

of pupils may profit from different teaching methods. It may also be shown

(et Cronbach & Gleser, 1956) that any attempt at differential treatment of .

pupils, such as streaming and different kinds of individualization, is based

on-the assumption of an interaction between aptitude and treatment.

The most basic design of an ATI-study involves one or more aptitude

variables, two educational treatments to which the pupils are randomly

assigned, and one or more outcome variAbles..It is then determined, most

commonly with multiple regression (MR) analysis, in which treatment subjects

with different levels of performance on the aptitude variables achieved the

best results.

So far ATI-research has not been very succesful in producing a knowledge base

for how to adapt instruction toAndividual differences (CrOnbach, 1975;

Cronbach'& Snow, 1977), even though some tentative generalizationshave been

reached (Snow, 1977). While thii is not the place to discuss all the problems

intrinsic to ATI-research (ef Cronbach, 1975; Cronbach &,Snow, 1977;

Gustafsson, 1981; Snow', 1977, 1980). it is obvious that the confusion

concerning the structure of abilities is to a certain extent responsible for

the lack of success. Thus, rebearchers have selected and interpreted aptitude

variables within different frames.of reference, which in turn has caused

great problems assembling and integrating the findings.

In much ATI-research.primary factors of ability have been the starting point.

Aptitudes and treatment have, however, been matched on a rather superficial

basis, as when it iS hypothesized that verbal types of instruction would

benefit pupils with.high verbal ability, and that.spatial-pictorial types of

.instruction would benefit'pupils with high Spatial ability (ef..Gustafsson,'
i

1976). 'MIS' research has not been-productive of any,stkong and:generalizable

findings, which mSy be'due to the fact that lower-order, rather than \

higher-order factors have been concentrated upon.
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Another reason why ATI-research has tended to produce conflicting and

inconclusive findings may be that the MR-technique is based upon assumptions

which are rarely fulfilled: Thus, in MR it is assumed that there are no

errors of measurement in the aptitude variables, and that variables

simultaneously entered into an analysis do not measure a common underlying

factor. However, almost all ability tests are more or less unreliable, and it

very frequently happens that variables with a high true correlation are

analyzed together. It can easily be demonstrated that such violations of the

assumptions may cause MR to produce misleading results (cf Gustafsson &

Lindstrbm, 1979).

The LISREL-technique may, however, provide a solution to these technical

problems. Through basing the analysis on latent, rather than observed

variables, LISREL avoids all the problems'associated with MR. What is even

more important, however, is the fact that the HILI-model may be used as a

hierarchical measurement model within LISREL. In.this-way relations may be

determined between factors at different levels in the model and learing

outcomes, which relations may be tested for equality in different treatments.

Such an approach to the design and analysis of ATI-studies brings several

'advantages:

- The model is encompassing enough to cover a wide range of aptitude

variables, which makes it rather generally useful. This reduces the problem

of."translating" aptitude variables from one frame of reference to another

-when resUlts from different studies are compared and integrated.

The fact that the model is hierarchical makes it possible to formUlate

extremely parsimonious models for the relations with other variables, by

invoking first the factor, and then invoking only as many of the

lower-order factors as inay be necessary (cf Gustafsson et al., 198l)_.'

- Even in those tases when so few variables-are measured that the model

cannot,be used in full, the hierarchical approach and mode of thinking may be

utilized, and often it should be possible to interpret the factors within the .

framework of the HILI-model. For example, if in a study interest is centered

on the factor a Selection of three or four tests regresenting Gc, Gf

and Gv may yield one common factor. This,factor should come very close to the

third-order in the HILI.model. The results in such a study may be

compare& to,the 'results' in'another study with A much larger test battery,

even though it Will of course nut ,be possible-to' separate error variance,',

test-specificity, and the reSidualsof Trimary.and'second-order factors.

Since the LISREL-technique is rather new and quite complex, its use in
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ATI-research is best presented with an example.

4.2.1 An example of the HILI-model in ATI-research

The study eo be presented briefly here is presented in full by Gustafsson

(1982). The purpose of the study was to investigate ATI-effects between

aptitude variables and the treatment dimensions reading/listening and

pictures/no pictures.

In laboratory studies it has been shown that when subjects listen to messages

they acquire spatial content more efficiently than when they read the

messages, which has been interpreted as an effect of sulwression of

visualization by reading (e.g. Brooks, 1967). This finding raises the -

questions whether, modality of presentation may be shown to have similar

effects also "for meaningful material, and whether such suppression effects

are moderated by abilities, such as and Gv.

Research on the effects of pictures in instructional materials has yielded a

rather mixed pattern of results, both when it comes to main effects and

interactions with abilities. However,,should the hypothesis of suppression of

visualization by reading be true, it would seem likely that reading hampers

interpretation and utilization of pictorial information as well.

In the study 'the two treatment dimensions were crossed to yield four

treatments: reading an unillustrated text (READVERB), reading an illustrated

text (READPICT), listening to a presentation via taperecorder of the text

material (LISTVERB), and listening to a presentation via taperecorcier with

illustrations presented as slides (LISTPICT). Each treatment group Consisted

of'some 100'subjects'from the 5th grade.

The material taught dealt with the heart and the flow of blood in the body.

This subject matter was chOsen because it waS felt.that it would in part be

of a spatial character and that visualization.processes thus would be helpful

in acquiring it. Immediately after the instruction the subjeCts were given

two post-testS: one verbal and one pictorial. From the items in these

post-tests several different scales were constructed. One of these covered

the learning of verbal types of information and is of no particular interest

in this Context. Two others dealt with,spatial types of information to

and from Which parts'brthe heart.blood flows in,relation tó different parts

of the'body), one with Verbal items (V-SPAT) and.the other With pic,torial

items (P-SPAT)N. These two scalee mill be Concentrated.upon in the analysis
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Aptitude variables in the.study were four testsrthe vocabulary test

Opposites (Op); the visualization test Metal Folding (MF); the reasoning test

Number Series (NS); and a paired associates (PA) learning test, involving

words and pictures. These tests may be taken to represent the primary factors

V, Vz, I and Ma, respectively.

With such a limited battery it is obviously impossible to separate factors of

different orders. The best that may be achieved with only four observed

variables is a model with one latent variable, which with the present

heterogeneous collection of tests is Most likely to represent the

factor. However, by entering the observed'variables as half-tests, for

example by splitting the tests into odd and even items, one more level may be

added to the model, which level represents the true variance in'the observed

'variables. For simplicity we will designate these latent variables with the

labels of the second-order factors in the HILI-model, i.e. Op will be

referred to as Gc, MF as Gv, and NS will be labelled Gf. Such an

equivalencing of test variance with second-order,factors is of course from a

strict point of view incorrect. However, these tests load very strongly in

their respective primary factors, which in turn load very strongly in their

respective second-order factors (et Gustafsson et al., 1981), so it may be

taken as a fairly good approximation.

The measurement model is shown in Figure 5.

Insert Figure 5 about here

ik

It has been constructed as a hierarchical model in which the residuals of the

lower-order factors are taken to be latent Variables, so that they are

available for purposes of prediction. Estimating this model from the

covariance matrices for each of the four treatment groups .a good fit was

obtained (chi-square=133.0, df=128). This model,may thus be taken as a good

representation of the relations among the tests in the battery, and it may be

concluded that the treatment groups are samples from the same population.
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4.2.2 Results

The model used in the first step of the analysis is shown in Figure 6.

_jhsert Figure\b about here ,

This model is quite simple, the observed outcome variables beihg regressed

-onto the factor of the hierarchical measurement model. It may of course

be that this model does not fit well within the treatment groups. Should this

be the case it is most likely due to the fact that the lower-order factor

contribute to the prediction of one or both of the outcome variables, and

then these relations should be invoked as well. Before presenting the results

from the ATI-analysis, however, the results from analyses of main effects

will be presented.

According to the hypothesis of suppression of visualization by reading we

would expect a higher level of performance in the treatments which do not

involve reading, i.e. the LISTVERB and_LISTPICTtreatments. Performance was

indeed slightly higher in the LISTVERB than in the READVERB treatment, but

this effect failed to reach statistical significance. It was, however, found

that the level of performance was significantly higher in the LISTPICT
-.

treatment than in the other three-treatments. This finding provides some

support for the hypothesis of suppression of picture interpretation by

reading.

In the analysis of relations between aptitudes and outcomes within treatments

it was found that in every treatment the regression.on was significant,-

even though it appeared to vary in strength. It also was found that in some

of the treatments there were significant relationships betWeen Gv" and the

outcomes. Thus, for,the analysis of ATI-effects the model included g and

Gv as predictors. The estimates of the'within-treatment regression

.coefficients are presented in Table 1.

,As.may be seen from the.Table the regression ofthe'outcomes on L. was

steeper in the treatments involving listening than in;,the treatments

involving reading. The contrast between liatening/reading treatments was

statfstically significant (chi=square=5,.49 and 9.13 with 1 df for V-SpAT and,

.11-SPAT respectively), but the small observed, differences between the I

LISTVERB and LISTPICT treatments werehot significant.

As may also be seen from the Table the regression of V-SPAT on Gv' was
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Insert Table 1 about-here

-steeper im the-READVERB and READPICT treatments_than_in_the_other two. Again

the contrast between treatments involving reading/not involving reading was

significant .(chi-square=4.17, df=1.).

3he final finding worth mentioning is that the P-SPAT outcome had a highly

significant regression on Gv in the READPICT treatment, and no relationship

with Cy' in any of the other treatments.

4.2.3 Discussion of the results

It should first of all be pointed out that the data analyzed here have also

been analyzed with MR. This analysis did not, however, yield any

interpretable findings, which is most likely due to the fact that the present

data severely violate the assumptions of MR.

It shouldialso be mentioned that the LISREL-analysis has also been carried

one step further, by division of the treatment groups according to sex. In

that anal51!sis several higher-order interactions with sex were disclosed, but

it would carry to far to discuss them here (see instead Gustafsson, 1982).

Almost all the ATI-effects foUnd involve the treatment factor reading versus

listening and the aptitude-variables I. and Gv'. It was expected that

subjects with a high level on Gv- would Terform especially wellin the

treatments involving listening, because in these treatments they would have

the opportunity to use visualization processes..Instead .1 was found to be

particularly.conducive to achievement in these treatments.

This may.be i:ecause.in these treatments the proper.saguencing and,

interrelating .of processes is imOortant: The incOming verbal information mu8t

'be.deCoded', and.the spatial type of content must be further dealt with in

visualization Processes, and while this is done new information arrives. This

may thus put high demands On the efficiency of the control and,assembly

processes hypothesized to be at the core of

Quite surprisingly Gv' was found to be more hi/Ahly related tooutcome in the



reading than in the liatening treatments.. This finding may, perhapa, be'due

to the high-Gv pupils being able to carry out visualization even under the

influence of suppression effects from reading.

It was also"found that the P-SPAT outcome regressed more steeply on Gv' in .

the READPICT treatment' than in the other treatments. This seems to,be one of

the few findings in support of the hypothesis that high-spatial pupils in

particular profit from picforials. The.effect washowever, restricted to the

pictorial type of outcome measure, which may be due to the fact that Gv' is

of importance An an illustrated treatment only when acquisition of the

illustrations themselves is beneficial'for achievement (cf. Gustafsson,

1976).

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS-

In the preaent paper a model of the organization has been presented, which

model in a certain sense.is more ganeral than previous models. Given,

however, that the question of structure has been given an answer, questions

about the meaning and interpretation of the dimensions of ability come into

focus. he HILI-model is, of course, just as unable to ans(ier such questions

as any other structural model.

However, to get information upon which to base interpretations of the nature

of different dimensions.of tntelligence one may study relations between these

and other variables. The ATI-study presented above purports to show that the

LISREL-framework is extremely well suited to conduct such studies. The major

importance of the HILI-model may, therefore, reside in the possibilities to.
./

study with precision relations between ability factors of different degrees

of generality, and other variables related to learning and cognition.
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'Table' . Estimated within-treatment regression coefficients

Regression

Treatment

of on READVERB READPICT LISTVERB IISTPICT

V-SPAT G '.16. I

P-SPAT G .20

V-SPAT Glr .12

P-SPAT dlr.- .02

.15 .43 .54

.25 .55 .70

.13 .01 Al.

.18 .00 .03

Major group factors

Minor Group factors

Specific factors

v:ed

1

k:m

11111111111111111i 1111111

,Figure 1. The Vernon model.
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Word Fluency

Word Listing

Anagram Fluency

Ideational Fluency

6ses

Consequences

Sentence Selection

Synonyms

Antonyms*

Verbal 'Classification

Matrices

Series°

B iwa Analogies

N. y Facts

Arithmetic Reasoning

Cards Rotation

P aper Form Board

B lock Counting

Punched Holes

Surface Development

Mutilated Words

Latter Identification

Symbol Identities

Identical Forms

Marking Speed

Addition

Multiplication

.Figure 2. The final model in the reanalysis of the Undheim

,(1978) study. 1
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Figure 3. The sedond-order model in the Gustafsson et al.

(1981) study.
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Figure 4. An hypothesized hierarChical model for the most
. . .

well establishect.primaTy factors,
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